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Content

● Open and well-posed lateral boundary conditions: a frustrating 
business
● Status (quo?)

● The way out: a concrete proposal

● Nesting: always know WHAT you do and WHY you do it.

● Spatiotemporal content of our forecasts: what do we learn from 
initialization

● Physics-dynamics coupling:
● Why the $%^& does ARPEGE/AROME/ALADIN/HARMONIE work?

● And to continue, some reflection about tunings, equilibria and steady 
states related to the reversible ↔ irreversible standpoint (no answers 
here)

● Elements for consideration



  

The idea is to impose the incoming 
characteristics

● Shallow water equations: impose the 
characteristics

● McDonald: implemented LBC in the hydrostatic 
model as multilevel slices, imposing also the 
characteristics



  

Open and well-posed LBCs within 
HIRLAM/ALADIN: A. McDonald 

(non exhaustive list)



  

Status in 3D model, McDonald 



  

Verification with respect to ECMWF 
analyses



  

Conclusion

● From A. McDonald, 2004: transparent lateral 
boundary conditions for HIRLAM. The final shallow 
water tests and a first multi-level implementation, 
HIRLAM Technical Report.



  

Of course the target is the gray zone 
+ resolved scales

● Problem with deep 
convection trying to 
leave the domain

● So we need to 
continue the job 
beyond hydrostatic 
and characteristics 



  

And further, Euler Equations?

● The gravity waves do not propagate along the 
characteristics, so we should consider the wave 
solutions

● For this you have to assume that the frequency is 
either larger then the Brunt Vaisala frequency 
(accoustic wave solutions) of smaller (gravity) to 
derive the conditions. So one has to choose. For 
instance, impose the correct gravity waves and 
hope it will work well for the accoustic ones or vice 
versa

● This problem is not solved yet



  

``Known pitfalls” to which we don't 
have solutions yet

● The problem of the drift
● The corner problem
● The problem of the truncation of the trajectories
● There may be a critical level of spurious gravity 

waves where the well posed LBCs break down
● The “working” solution of Aidan is mathematically not 

sound. The hydrostatic equations are not well 
posed. Aidan had to do some ``tweaking'' to make it 
work



  

So for methodology this implies

● That the only way to make progress is to proceed from simple models 
to more complicated ones (i.e. include progressively the pitfalls and 
master them)

● If we would ever succeed in mastering all the mentioned problems, it 
will take a long time, probably not in the time period 5 to 10 years.

● Additionally, almost no one is currently, within the two communities 
(HIRLAM/ALADIN), working on the formulation of the LBCs. (Compare 
that to data assimilation). One could say that the success of the 
Davies scheme (and the fact that the community was not forced to 
work on it) created a serious weakness today.



  

Spectral models?

● To have stable open boundary conditions we 
need to impose them within the Helmholtz 
solver, but there we are in spectral space

● Two ways have been investigated (thesis of F. 
Voitus):
● Impose them within the iteration of the iterative 

scheme. Problem: have to iterate anyway, even if it 
is not necessary for stability reasons.

● Extrinsic LBC's, i.e. compute them outside the 
dynamic core.



  

Results: iterations with trajectory 
truncation



  

The problem of the trajectory 
truncation: well-posed buffer zone 

and substepping



  

Extrinsic LBCs

●
Code a dynamic core that computes the time step parallel to the 2TL SISL scheme. Use an explicit gridpoint 
scheme, so imposing the LBCs is easy (you don't have to mess within the Helmhotlz solver). 

●
Termonia and Voitus, 2008:  it doesn't matter what scheme you use for the extrinsic LBCs!

●
Additionally, if we write this scheme in the basis of the characteristics and use a foreward/backward scheme, it is 
stable (the SW) and we do not need substepping (but substepping helps to solve the problem of the trajectories).



  

So on top of the list of pitfalls 
identified in Dublin 

● In 3D we only have Aidan's tests with a multilevel 
implementation of the characteristics. When going to 
NH (i.e. high resolution) we need well-posed LBCs 
for the Euler equations: the solution is not known

● In the spectral model things are even more 
complicated. The iterative solution puts constraints 
on the use and the extrinsic LBCs still exhibit some 
problems with the application of some operator (the 
so-called Q operator)

● So this has become a frustrating business.



  

The way out of the dilemma

● Nevertheless we learned something.
● We know what we should impose: we can 

compute it (the characteristics) to some degree 
of accuracy. At least Aidan's work shows it can 
lead to something that is roughly equivalent to 
Davies (be it sometimes less good).

● Can this information be used?



  



  



  



  



  



  

An EPS approach

● Use 
● Aidan's work as a sort of proof of concept: this shows that imposing 

the characteristic is, at least in the hydrostatic model, not entirely 
crazy.

● Extrinsic LBC: the details of the numerical scheme that compute the 
incoming and the outgoing signal is irrelevant

● And use the incoming and outgoing parts as perturbations in 
an ensemble system

● This corresponds to adding perturbations corresponding to 
``model error'' in this case of the LBC's

● Then the fact that the pitfalls are not solved, is not important, 
we only estimated the model error with respect to our stat-of-
the-art knowledge of LBC's



  

Proposal for a plan

● Develop a ``local'' dynamical core, e.g. on A grid with Galerkin finite elements … to be discussed.

● Don't use this within the model, don't couple to physics, but only compute the incoming and outgoing 
modes, as best as you can. Do this in an equivalent way as Aidan did in HIRLAM

● Use these modes to cook up perturbations (ideally they should only contain the outgoing modes) of 
the boundary fields and put them under a Davies relaxation within the members of an LAM EPS.

● Then continue the research (the Euler equations, pitfalls, …) as planned and try the master them

● This changes the valorization of the research. Instead of embarking on a dead-end adventure, 
progress in LBCs will serve to reduce the spread in the ensemble. Ideally, long-term research would 
then converge to exact open LBCs.



  

Nesting:

Know what and why



  



  



  



  



  

Going to km scale

● I am not going to repeat what you can do in case you 
detect a boundary error

● However this monitoring allows you take action 
(WHAT) for a particular reason (WHY): Know what 
you do and why you are doing it. (it practice this is 
an ideal, but it is worthwhile to state this)

● So far we have a way to detect sampling errors at the 
boundaries for incoming storms

● It might beneficial to tests for instance fields that are 
relevant at high resolutions, e.g. CAPE.



  

Filtering



  



  



  



  



  



  

What are we filtering today

And what will we be filtering in the future?



  

Time step organization

● Let us start for a 
ridiculously simple 
system, and  treat it 
as we do in NWP: 



  

The result (Termonia and Hamdi, 
QJRMS, 2007)



  

What do we learn from this?

●
If we would have known this before building, the AAAH system we would have chosen something 
else: why the hell is it working? The obvious answer is tuning

●
Is the fact that the steady state is not correct already an indication of more trouble?

●
Now let us consider this at the level of physics parameterizatsions ... 

●
The main advantage of the steady state is that there is NO physics-dynamics coupling! (if your 
scheme produces the steady state the physics-dynamics interaction will be null, by definition)

●
Within the physics-dynamics vs reversible ↔ irreversible problem it might be a good strategy to 
study steady states first! They don't add any problems, and if properly chosen they already 
represent the bulk of the contribution. And this is mastered in a trivial way.

●
We know an example where we exploit the steady state successfully: antifibrillation, see Bénard 
et al., MWR, (2000)

●
These techniques are based on stabilising perturbations around a steady state, following Kalnay, 
Kanamitsu. So ideally we can rely on linear stability analysis.



  

Tuning of physical constants vs. 
numeric of the steady state

● We tested (truth in pink): 
● a) tuning, i.e. adaptation of K (in 

order to represent the correct steady 
state) (red)

● b) tuning of the decentering gamma 
(green)

● c) do nothing (blue)

● In case of the vertical 
diffusion we adapt the 
decentering

● In case of deep 
convection we tune the 
physics. 



  

Deep convection: some reflection

● After a long study the problem of deep convection in the gray zone for a long 
time, Luc (Gerard) arrived at a point where he considers perturbations. The 
idea is that at the resolved scale the perturbations should vanish.

● Can this be cast into a frame of steady states?

● Somehow we also have a forcing (stability and moisture convergence as a 
sort of equivalent of S) and a dissipation (lateral diffusion)

● At the resolved scale the output of the scheme has to be the steady state (no 
tendency), so one may adapt the diffusion to make it steady and this should 
deliver zero tendency, the result is the correct irreversible contribution. Higher 
up (gray zone and unresolved scales) the parameterisation is then expanded 
around this steady state.



  

Steady states vs. equilibria

● In dynamics they coincide e.g. geostrophic, 
hydrostatic.

● But in deep convection in the gray zone, this is 
impossible, because part of it is resolved by the 
dynamics



  

What is the steady state in parallel 
and sequential physics

● In the case of parallel physics steady state is 
the steady state of the physics you are 
parameterizing

● In sequential calling it always includes some 
physics that was preceding the one you are 
computing here.



  



  



  

Elements to consider for strategy

● Concerning LBCs I propose to put the gun at the other shoulder: treat it consciously as 
a model error, cfr. Model error in ensemble systems

● Nesting: know what you do and why you do it seems a worthwhile goal (even if in 
practice you can never fully achieve it).

● We have coded a diagnostic filter in the past. Perhaps we may extend it to study the 
content of the fields when going to high resolutions

● The study of more flexible time steps was abandoned due to lack of manpower. It is not 
clear whether will have manpower in the future, but this research on the time step 
organization is still relevant in my opinion. If it is restarted it should be carried out from 
the reversible ↔ irreversible point of view.

● On a general level the definition of equilibrium, slow manifold and steady states is 
sometimes fuzzy. I tried to get some clarity in it. One may wonder whether the notion of 
the steady state may not become (more) crucial.



  

I touched the following issues from 
the topics of this meeting

* Is there a specificity of LAM vs. global models in the march towards higher resolutions?

* What to do about the very tough issue of lateral coupling in operational NWP?

* More generally, is there a chance to see a consensus emerge on the best downscaling strategy? Or will 
empiricism continue to dominate here

* What about ‘initialisation’ at high resolution, where the distinction between signal and noise starts to be blurred 
(this also has to do with the issue five bullets down)? 

* What will be the relative importance of EPS versus high resolution deterministic forecasts as resolution further 
increases?

* What are the real ‘boundaries’ of the various ‘grey zones’ that we shall be confronted with? Is the question anyhow 
pertinent or should the search for multi-scale solutions become a standard priority?

* How are 3D aspects of the physical forcing going to influence the evolution of models? Shall they stay purely 
phenomenology-driven or is their algorithmic aspect going to be the dominating aspect as we start resolving turbulent 
motions in a 2D/3D relatively arbitrary mix?

* More generally, shall not we soon be forced to stop using the ‘absolute’ separation between ‘dynamics’ and ‘physics’ and 
consider the interplay between all forcings and the truly reversible part of the equations as the core issue?

* At the code level, which level of modularity should preferentially be sought (whole packages, integrated 
algorithms or individual processes)?

* How to convert known present weaknesses in results into plans for as transversal as possible progress in the 
modelling part of NWP?
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